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Before the “main body” of the talk, quick AD:
… about recent measurements of Rectangular GHz-scale DWFA structure

AWA Beam Line



advertisement continues:

changes in energy distribution 
(delay ~22mm)

changes in horizontal 
distribution (delay ~11mm)

observed

modeled



…THz coaxial DWFA structures are currently under study by Yale
University Beam Physics Lab and collaborators for its performance with
annular drive bunches…

…with our recent successful experiments with the cm-scale GHz 
rectangular module at AWA/Argonne 

…and planned activity there with yet another cm-scale GHz coaxial 
structure,

Program of new research has its objectives:
to design, 
build, and 
test at FACET/ SLAC

dielectric-lined two-channel THz structure, which
(a) can produce accelerating gradients approaching 1  GeV/m 

when driven by a 3-nC bunch (as available at FACET);

(b) can have the attractive feature that the drive and accelerated 
bunches both have good focusing and stability properties; 

(c) exhibits also a large transformer ratio (8:1)



1. “Wakefield generation by a relativistic ring beam in a
coaxial two-channel dielectric loaded structure” , by
Wanming Liu and Wei Gai, in PRST Accel. Beams 12, 051301
(2009);

2. “Coaxial Two-Channel High-Gradient Dielectric
Wakefield Accelerator”, by G.V. Sotnikov, T.C. Marshall,
and J.L. Hirshfield, in PRST 12, 061302, (2009);

3. “Accelerated Bunch Stability in a Coaxial Dielectric
Wakefield Structure When its Symmetry is Broken”, by
G.V. Sotnikov, T.C. Marshall, J.L. Hirshfield and S.V.
Shchelkunov, in AIP Conf. Proc. 1299, (2010), p. 342 [edited
by S. Gold and G. Nusinovich]

4.“Improved Ramped Bunch Train to Increase the
Transformer Ratio of a Two-channel Multimode Dielectric
Wakefield Accelerator”, G. V. Sotnikov, and T. C. Marshall,
Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 14, 031302 (2011)

THz-scale (mm-scale) two-channel coaxial dielectric-line wakefield accelerator  

*…coaxial DWA structure has been studied to determine if the annular
drive bunch and the test bunch are stable against asymmetrical
perturbations; it has been found that unstable motions of the drive and
test bunches are tolerable over a lengthy travel distance.



External diameter of outer dielectric tube (microns) 1581

Internal diameter of outer dielectric tube (microns) 1415

External diameter of inner dielectric tube (microns) 300
Internal diameter of inner dielectric tube (microns) 100
Length for initial experiments: 1-2 cm

2nd stage experiments: 2-10 cm

Dielectric constant* 5.7

Drive bunch 3nC FACET bunch

Table : Structure dimensions

*…we will also consider choosing a test structure that uses fused silica as a
dielectric.



a) b)

Stage 1: summer of year 2012
(simple tests)

… tests are to be done with a short (1-2 cm) module;
… interest is to collect and spectrum-analyze the produced radiation when

the drive bunch propagates in the
(a) annular channel and
(b) central/inner channel;
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Stage 2: years 2013-2014
(tests with a test bunch, if becomes available)

? !
(a) annular drive bunch, high energy test bunch accelerated in center channel; 

(b) point-like drive bunch in annular channel, high energy test bunch in center  
channel; 

(c) point-like drive bunch in center channel, low energy witness bunch in 
annular channel (Stage 2 FACET experiment).
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…map of Ez field as excited by an annular drive bunch (top), and (bottom) by a 
pencil-like 3 nC drive bunch moving on axis with σz = 20, and σr = 10 microns;

(note that the bunches move from left-to-right)

Ez(r,z) excited by a pencil drive bunch (as available at FACET)
located in the central channel of the THz CDWA structure. The
bunch, moves from left to right.

Ez(r,z) excited by an annular drive bunch located in the annular
space of the THz CDWA structure. (Dielectric boundaries are
indicated by black lines. )



Stage 2: years 2013-2014

blue line shows the axial wakefield force Fz along the central vacuum 
channel axis set up by an annular drive bunch (CDWA);

black line shows Fz along the central vacuum channel axis set up by 
a point-like drive bunch in the annular channel; 

red line shows Fz at the center of the annular vacuum channel set up 
by the pencil-like drive bunch in the central vacuum channel.

0.93GeV/m



Alignment is always an issue.
???

Fig. shows that the field profiles are nearly flat across both channels.
Consequently, the alignment (and also the amount of tolerable beam jitter) is 

determined by the channel size only.

when bunch propagates in 
inner channel

…propagates in outer 
annular channel

alignment (microns) +/- 20 +/-100
tolerable jitter (microns) same as above same as above
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…reason why a transversally-fat test bunch can be used is that the accelerating
force does not depend much on the radial position of an electron, and thus is
almost the same for all the electrons having the same longitudinal position.



(a, b) dipoles and quads similar to those available at Yale Beam Physics Lab (BPL) can be 
used to guide and focus the test bunch; (c) thermeonic RF-gun similar to the one being 

operated at BPL can be manufactured to deliver a low charge, ~6MeV, test bunch.

“…We, together with… the FACET team, will propose to build and install suitable
equipment (electron gun, focusing/deflecting magnets, etc.) at FACET to produce the
test bunch. If suitable levels of S-band rf power can be made available, our tentative
suggestion is to use this to power a thermionic rf gun to generate test bunches (6–10
MeV) for injection into the proposed CDWA structure behind the drive bunch. This is of
course subject to careful planning and coordination with the FACET team…”

a) b) c)
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Summary:

…structure can produce accelerating gradients approaching 1 GeV/m;

…structure can also provide a large transformer ratio (8:1);

…this – to the best of our knowledge - is the first experiment proposed ever
to test a two-channel coaxial DWA module with mm-scale transverse
dimensions;

… looking forward to do at FACET
(a) if FACET grants run-time
(b) if DoE supports Omega-P
(c) if Omega-P supports Yale Beam Physics Lab
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